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This is my weekly update on the state of the district which focuses on a variety of issues relating to 
facilities, curriculum, activities, and programs occurring throughout our district.  There may be weeks in 
which I only focus on one or two topics, but I do want to keep you informed.   I welcome comments and 
feedback regarding this update or any of your concerns regarding our district. 
 

Facilities: 
The big news centers on our recent news from the Minnesota Department of Education 
regarding our proposed project to consolidate Caribou Lake and Pike Lake Elementary Schools.  
On December 17, 2009, the Commissioner of Education approved the proposed consolidation 
and the new construction at Pike Lake Elementary School.  The next step would be for the 
School Board to agree to proceed with the plan to close Caribou Lake Elementary and to begin 
the bidding process on new construction at Pike Lake.  Although the discussions about closing 
Caribou Lake Elementary have been going on for a long time, it’s always difficult to close a 
school that has such long lasting ties to the district.  Especially when you consider the terrific 
job everyone does at Caribou Lake Elementary.    However, I truly believe that moving forward 
with the plan consolidation will be in the best interest of the district financially and in 
improved educational facilities for our students.  
 
COMMUNICATIONS: 
Our new Web Page is in the works.  We plan to unveil the new look on January 18th.  Dean 
Dahlvang, Scott Fitzsimmons and Molly Johnson have been doing a outstanding job learning 
the new software and I look forward to a new involvement from our entire staff.  Julie Lysher 
and Josh Gookins have been piloting some teacher sites.  If you are interested in getting a head 
start on a teacher web page, get in touch with Dean or Scott. 
 
Grants and Commendation: 
A group of Proctor Middle School 8th graders earned a real feather for Proctor Public Schools 
with their Green Takeover effort.  The group, called the Green Bandits was notified today by 
the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency that they will be awarded an $8,702 grant to advance 
energy saving measures in the school district.  The students asked for money to install light 
harvesters, motion sensors and vending misers, along with items which will help implement 
the district’s food recycling program, all in an effort to“reduce our carbon footprint by 3.4%.”  
According to the energy use profile created by MN Schools Cutting Carbon, Proctor High School 
had a baseline carbon footprint of 1,979 tons CO2   equivalents (CO2e) for January-December 
2008. This equates to a carbon footprint per student of 2.47 tons CO2e.   Proctor’s application 
is thought to represent one of the youngest applicant groups for this funding.  100 schools, 
representing both secondary schools and colleges, were eligible to apply.  
 
Congratulations to our Food Service Staff for receiving a perfect inspection from the 
Department of Health.   
 
Academics: 
Of course the big topic on the academic side of things is Race To The Top.  The MDE put a lot of 
pressure on districts and teachers by asking everyone to make a quick decision to a complex 



issue.  Now the issue facing districts is to put things into perspective and consider the long 
range impact of the initiatives the federal and state governments are proposing.  If one 
subscribes to the idea that quality staff development and timely, rigorous evaluations of 
teachers and administrators will produce academic success in the classroom, then you must 
agree that some of the initiatives of Race To The Top are valid.  One thing for certain is that 
within a few years, pay for performance will become the way of doing business in school.  
Whether or not a QComp system the way we know it will be how this will be accomplished is 
yet to be seen. However, there seems to be a push from Secretary Arne Duncan to infuse 
dollars into professional development of teachers and more rigorous evaluation of educators.   
 
I believe that Proctor Public Schools is a progressive district that has realized opportunities to 
help students achieve by adopting a QComp plan.  This says a lot about where our priorities are 
and they are squarely aimed at students and learning.  Signing on to the Race To The Top Grant 
makes sense for us at Proctor, because we know QComp and we have learned the valuable 
lessons of peer collaboration and the merit of goal setting within Professional Learning 
Communities.  I also know that this needs to be a shared endeavor of administration and 
teachers. Although I am not entirely supportive of all the initiatives of the grant, I think we will 
gain more by signing on than not. 
 
From an ethical stand point, I hear some schools talking about signing on, taking the money 
and then dropping out while never having any intent of adopting enhanced QComp.  We all 
have an ethical obligation to be truthful and upfront and I hope these districts find their ethical 
compass.  I would not choose that path.   
 
January 13th is the deadline for submitting our Memorandum of Agreement.  We will meet that 
deadline and I look forward to the challenges of helping bring about educational change.  
  
Closing Comments: 
I wish you all a very Happy New Year.  Whether you prefer Twenty Ten or Two Thousand Ten, it 
ought to be fun. 
 


